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ENTERPRISE CLOUD SOLUTIONS

Unitas Global utilizes leading cloud 
technologies to optimize enterprise IT 
environments. By designing, deploying, and 
managing your infrastructure globally, we 
enable you to focus on your business. 



SINGLE END-TO-END SEAMLESS INTEGRATION HIGH PERFORMANCE  IT ECOSYSTEM

Unitas Global Enterprise Cloud Solutions
Let us take on your IT requirements so you can get back in the driver’s seat.

CLOUD INFRASTRUCTURE
Unitas will carefully design, build 
and deploy the cloud infrastructure 
that is right for you, from the ground 
up, anywhere you need it.

CLOUD MANAGEMENT & MONITORING
Unitas Atlas® is our unified monitoring 
platform that provides full insight compre-
hensively to manage the health and perfor-
mance of your IT environment 24x7x365.

WHY CHOOSE UNITAS GLOBAL?
We put your IT anywhere within global 
reach using your existing technology 
requirements to optimize your IT environ-
ment and best suite your business. 
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Unitas Atlas® is our unified monitoring platform that 
provides you with full insight to comprehensively 
manage the health and performance of your IT 
environment, delivered as a service. 

Unitas Atlas® 
Managing & Monitoring Platform 



Unitas Atlas® 
Managing & Monitoring Platform 

MONITORING & MANAGING

FEATURES

APPLICATION

»  Email monitoring
»  Server software
»  Domain name monitoring
»  Conceptual integration with existing systems
»  Domain name management 

NETWORK

» Network performance management
»  Fault prevention + capacity planning
»  Events and alerts at the granular level
»  Mapping per device group
»  Asset and hardware inventory any time

Single Pane Of Glass 

Runbook Automation

Inventory Tracking                     

Free-Form Dashboard

Resource Utilization                          

Reporting 

Scheduling 

Environment Monitoring

Trouble Ticketing & Helpdesk

Knowledge Base

Software Package Tracking

IP Address Management 

Asset Monitoring & Tracking

Infrastructure Health

Global Event Management

Log Collection 

INFRASTRUCTURE

»  Holistic monitoring of multiple operating systems
»  Asset and hardware configuration monitoring
»  Virtualization monitoring 
»  Support for leading server and OS vendors
»  Base monitoring policies on vendor best practices or custom build them

CLOUD MANAGEMENT CENTER

»  View granular end-to-end service level performance
»  View status, health + risk at a glance on dashboards
»  Automatic trouble ticket creation
»  Manage small to large + simple to complex services
»  Situational awareness for the service desk



EPC is the combination of 
dedicated IT infrastructure and 
modern cloud technology. 

By melding multiple facets of IT (data center, 
network, compute, storage, security, software, 
operations & management) into a single, secure, 
end-to-end solution, Unitas Global delivers 
your private cloud environment as a managed, 
monthly service.

Unitas Global
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INFRASTRUCTURE
We custom architect, procure, deploy and 
manage a truly private infrastructure solution 
to best fit our clients’ needs—from data center, 
network, compute, and storage, all through 
Unitas Global. 

UNITAS ATLAS®

The EPC infrastructure is then wrapped in Unitas 
Atlas® our unified monitoring platform that 
provides you with full insight to comprehensively 
manage the health and performance of your IT 
environment as a service. 

ENTERPRISE
PRIVATE CLOUD

GLOBAL
With access to over 130 of the top 
data center facilities worldwide, 
Unitas can host your infrastructure 
in a location that is best for your 
business.
   

CUSTOM
Because we are technology ag-
nostic, Unitas provides a solution 
designed to best fit your IT and 
legacy application requirements. 

SECURE
Since we build dedicated environ-
ments from the ground-up, we’re 
able to implement each client’s 
specific security requirements. 

DEDICATED
All network, hardware and soft-
ware is dedicated to a single client, 
providing the security and depend-
ability needed for mission critical 
applications. 

SCALABLE
Our dedicated private cloud solu-
tions can be designed with the nec-
essary headroom to anticipate your 
growth. Hybrid cloud solutions and 
management are also available. 

END-TO-END SLA
We back your entire EPC with an end-to-end SLA 
that guarantees system uptime. Our Cloud Man-
agement Center operates 24x7x365 to provide 
real time managing and monitoring of your IT 
environment.



Unitas has partnered with Alert Logic, 
the experts in cloud security, to provide 
our clients with a security strategy that 
allows them to stay ahead of threats no 
matter where sensitive data resides – 
off-prem, on-prem or hybrid.

Our joint cloud-based suite of security and compliance 
solutions protect client networks and identify potential 
threats to their data. With minimal capital costs and 
an OpEx model, our joint solution is scalable, easy to 
consume and seamless to integrate and deploy.

THREAT MANAGER
• intrusion detection solution 
• vulnerability assessment technologies
• ongoing security content updates
• 24x7 security incident response
• PCI DSS 10.2, 10.3, 10.5, 10.6, & 10.7

LOG MANAGER
• real time & scheduled analysis of log data
• collects, aggregates, normalizes log data
• storage & protection against loss
• PCI DSS 10.2, 10.3, 10.5, 10.6, & 10.7 

WEB SECURITY MANAGER
• protection against web application attacks
• utilizes web app firewall technologies
• investigates malformed website requests
• 24x7 monitoring & response
• PCI DSS 6.5d & 6.6

SECURITY SOLUTIONS

ACTIVE INTELLIGENCE
• creates & maintains relevant security content
• manages internal / external insight to incidents
• creates, organizes & tests security content
• provides most up-to-date protection

DEEP SECURITY INSIGHT
Designed specifically for protecting 
sensitive data and reducing risk. By in-
tegrating technologies and services at 
the network, systems, and application 
tiers, we can effectively deliver deeper 
insight to identify potential compli-
ance and security issues. 

CONTINUOUS PROTECTION
With our Cloud Management Center, 
clients have 24 hour monitoring and 
proactive support, providing cutting 
edge security expertise and attention 
by a staff of GIAC-certified security 
analysts and security experts.

SECURITY AS A SERVICE
A team of security experts  create and 
manage up-to-date security content 
and correlation to rules as well as 
reviewing identified security incidents 
and responding 24x7. This service 
includes all software, monitoring, and 
support to maintain compliance and 
improve client security.

GLOBAL COVERAGE
Our security services can go any-
where you go. Certified on all major 
public cloud platforms and deployable 
across traditional hosted & on-prem 
environments, our solutions natively 
protect public cloud and other IT 
infrastructure.

Unitas Global
ENTERPRISE CLOUD SOLUTIONS



DISASTER RECOVERY

CUSTOMIZATION
Whether our clients require active/
active or active/passive DR builds, 
we custom design each solution to 
best fit our clients’ requirements—
from 99.99% to 99.999% uptime for 
their entire infrastructure solution

GLOBAL FOOTPRINT
Unitas can deploy anywhere, provid-
ing the global variety our clients need 
to guarantee uptime. Avoid the detri-
ments of disasters with redundancy 
and the benefits of top tier data 
centers. 

UNITAS ATLAS®
Through our unified monitoring, 
Unitas Atlas® our clients can log in 
remotely to see the state of their IT. 
Also, our Cloud Management Center 
operates 24x7x365 to manage and 
monitor our client’s IT environment. 

HYBRID FLEXIBILITY
Whether its 100% private or hybrid, 
Unitas can leverage public cloud 
for backup while still keeping your 
mission-critical data secure. We de-
sign intelligent hybrid solutions best 
suited for business needs. 

Unitas Global
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LEVEL I
Our Level I solution provides real-time failover 
of our clients’ infrastructure, data and applica-
tions through a fully redundant, active/active 
configuration - enabling immediate recovery 
and continuous availability. 

LEVEL II
Our Level II solution provides near-time recovery 
as systems and data are synchronized on a pe-
riodic basis. This is designed for clients that can 
tolerate several hours of downtime while systems 
are updated.

LEVEL III
Our Level III solutions provide recovery through res-
toration of data from backups at a disaster recovery 
location. Without mirroring, this is designed for non-
mission critical applications and for businesses that 
do not require 24/7 availability.

We provide global, agile, and custom 
disaster recovery solutions to meet 
our clients’ business needs and 
requirements.  

Our Disaster Recovery as a Service solution delivers 
a fully managed and dedicated DR environment on a 
monthly OpEx basis, continuously monitored 24x7x365 
by our Cloud Management Center. Unitas can take on 
an entire DR or backup initiative: designing, deploying & 
fully-managing the DR site and failover process. 



Unitas ITO solutions aren’t out of the 
box solutions. We create ITO solutions 
to meet your specific business needs. 
Here at Unitas Global, we understand the headache that 
comes with running and managing your IT department. 
Sometimes it feels like you’re spending more time putting 
out fires than focusing on strategic business initiatives. 
Offload your IT department onto us—this is what we do, 
day in and day out. We’ve got you on this one. 

SECURITY
Firewalls, Intrusion Detec-
tion, Intrusion Prevention, 
Anti-Virus, and other tools 
fortify to meet major com-
pliance standards.

NETWORK
Our internal and external 
network offering is car-
rier neutral, scalable and 
performance optimized 
for global delivery.

STORAGE
Designed for scalability, 
our storage offering meets 
your security + redundan-
cy requirements.

IT OUTSOURCING

MONITORING
Unitas Atlas®, our unified 
monitoring platform, provides full 
insight to comprehensively man-
age the health & performance of 
your environment as a service.

CUSTOM SOLUTION
Unitas delivers a solution designed 
around your business, never “one size 
fits all.” We are technology, location, 
and carrier agnostic to provide an IT 
outsourcing solution to seamlessly 
integrate with your applications and 
existing infrastructure.
  

SINGLE SOURCE PROVIDER
At Unitas we utilize leading cloud tech-
nologies to provide you with  a single 
source IT solution. We then wrap it 
in an end-to-end  SLA guaranteed to 
meet your uptime requirements. One 
point  of contact for your entire IT. 

CLIENT EXPERIENCE
Unitas establishes an integrated team 
across our Client, Project Manage-
ment and Engineering Teams to 
ensure that your customized solution 
meets all requirements and performs 
to your expectations.

EXPERT RESOURCES
Unitas is backed by a team of certified 
and senior engineers. If your environ-
ment has unique requirements, we will 
utilize industry leading specialists to 
bring you the support your IT needs to 
thrive. Complexity gives us our chance 
to shine. Bring it on. 

Unitas Global
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MANAGEMENT
Our Cloud Management Center
(CMC) provides 24x7x365 
monitoring + support.
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DISCOVER

DESIGN

BUILD

DEPLOY

MANAGE

UNITAS GLOBAL METHODOLOGY

Through our disciplined methodology, we provide 
world-class client engagement and customer service. 

1 |  DISCOVER

Unitas assembles 
a team to assess your 
business needs and 
technology require-
ments. 

2 | DESIGN
 
Our Cloud Solutions Architects design a 
technology agnostic solution and include 
client feedback to provide a custom solution.

5 | MANAGE

Our Cloud Management Center 
operates 24x7x365 to manage 
and monitor your environment. 

3 | BUILD

Our operations team 
configures, 
migrates, 
tests, and then 
validates 
the solution. 

4 | DEPLOY

We integrate Unitas Atlas®, 
our unified monitoring platform, 
and address any necessary adjustments.



WWW. U N I TA S G L O B A L . C O M

453 S Spring Street  2nd Floor  Los Angeles, CA 90013  +1 855.586.4827  inquiries@unitasglobal.com


